WINNING
YOUR
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Marketing movies in the
connected world
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The thought of planning for the next Oscars in mid-July
was as depressing to me as it must have been to them.
But I sat as they unveiled a slate of movies including
Woody Allen’s Café Society, the Kate Winslet-starrer
The Dressmaker and the Matt Damon-produced
Manchester By the Sea.
These were all solid films (and may even include a few
genuine contenders), but what struck me more than
their quality was their quantity. There were 15 movies
in the package and none of them came from the usual
suspects — Fox Searchlight, Focus Features, etc.
All were being released by one company: Amazon.
The Hollywood Reporter - Galloway on films - Stephen Galloway
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Introduction
The competition and challenges of film launches are only set to become
more difficult over the coming years with the ongoing expansion of services
like Netflix, Amazon, HBO, etc. Despite this pressure, movie production is
growing and there is a fantastic array of new content entering the market
each year. The range of stories and storytelling only seem to be getting better
and better.
We hope this document contributes to a debate that helps keep film alive and
culturally significant over the coming years, as the art of film is important
for everyone working at Gruvi. We love this industry and this medium so
we hope you find this paper useful in analysing your own situation and in
getting the most out of your upcoming projects.
In the first chapter we will look at the economic, political and technological
challenges faced by the industry today. In the second, we provide a useful
series of methodologies for Film Distributors to help improve marketing
performance. Finally, in the third part (pending), we will be looking at the
some of the changes that might occur over the next 10 years and how the
industry should react and adapt to them.
This paper will:
•

Focus on the wider politics and economics that influence the
current operation of Film Distribution;

•

Discuss the changes that are being forced on the industry by
the internet;

•

Suggest methodologies and tactics to maximise your ability to
reach and engage audiences online;
6

•

Present case studies where these principles have been put
into play;

•

Draw conclusions on what has to change within the industry
for it to remain relevant to future global audiences (Section
pending).

This paper focuses on independent film distribution, but this is a message
to the larger distributors as well. You have to change the way you work.
Walking through the Sony HQ after the 2010 double whammy of After Earth
and White House Down wasn’t pretty. This is where the current trajectory of
the industry is leading.
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Chapter 1
The challenges of independent film distribution

There are a number of practices that are deeply affecting the movie industry.
While blockbusters still have the resources to deal with the damage, indies
are taking a hit, to the point of forcing some businesses to shut down. The
main issues are:
•

The blockbuster approach to production and distribution;

•

Challenges specific to indies that have been exacerbated in
recent years, including competition from other indies;

•

The rise of other forms of entertainment.

All films are judged by blockbuster standards
Over the last ten years movie production in Hollywood has evolved into a
pattern of blockbuster economics — a method that de-risks the film business
by going for the largest possible returns. This recipe for success implies
popular actors, an action-packed story line, over the top visual effects,
franchises and adaptations to the detriment of original screenplays.
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Top 10 films (US gross)
1981

1991

2001

2011

Raiders of the Lost Ark

Terminator 2

Harry Potter

Harry Potter 8

On Golden Pond

Robin Hood

LOTR: Fellowship of ...

Transformers 3

Superman II

Beauty and the Best

Shrek

The Twilight Saga 4

Arthur

The Silence of the Lambs

Monsters Inc.

The Hangover part 2

Stripes

City Slickers

Rush Hour 2

Pirates of Caribbean 4

The Cannonball Run

Hook

The Mummy Returns

Fast Five

Chariots of Fire

The Addams Family

Pearl Harbor

Cars 2

For your Eyes Only

For your eyes only

Oceans’ Eleven

Thor

The Four Seasons

The four seasons

Jurassic Park III

Rise Planet of the Apes

Time Bandits

Time bandits

Planet of the Apes

Captain America

Originals

Adaptations

Sequels

Source: https://www.shortoftheweek.com/news/has-hollywood-lost-its-way/

What are blockbuster standards?
The dictatorship of release windows
At the centre of blockbuster economics is the theatrical release and its
influence on release windows. Everything is constructed as an elaborate
build-up to a film’s premiere in cinemas nationwide and internationally.
This release strategy requires a huge investment of resources. As a rule of
thumb you effectively double the production budget to estimate what the
global marketing budget is.
After a blockbuster completes its theatrical run, it takes months, and
sometimes years in certain territories, before it’s available on other viewing
windows such as video on demand (VOD), licensed for TV etc. This is because
the rights owners are trying to maximise the opportunities of each profit
cycle generated by each window opportunity, against the constraint of the
market that each window brings. This practice is rooted in the old days when
theatrical distribution was the only form of distribution available to release to
a broad audience. Producers and distributors were dependent on exhibitors
(cinemas) to recoup their investment and develop widescale awareness for
9

their movies. Cinemas remain crucial gatekeepers, and retain huge leverage
in the industry.
The practice of windowing is exhibitor-led; no law dictates the duration a movie
should show in cinemas or when it can move to VOD. Simply put, cinemas
operate as a union and force distributors to follow. The current windowing
model favours large releases, with millions available for marketing. With the
advent of services like Netflix, applying the same windowing standard across
all films is becoming increasingly risky; particularly for the independents
who often lack the marketing resources to make audiences aware, in the
relatively short period of time available, that their film is in cinemas.
As audiences and their behaviours have changed, producers and distributors
of all sizes have been trying to push for more flexibility. An important moment
was the premiere of Tim Burton’s Alice in Wonderland in 2010, when Disney’s
intention to shorten the theatrical window to 3 months attracted the boycott
of UK cinema chains (in 2017 we are at the point where a 3 months theatrical
window has become the de facto standard).
“The answer is that DVD, TV and, increasingly, online sales are where
the studios make their profits. Except for the biggest hits, cinema
screenings are a loss leader, or at best a break-even proposition that
enables distributors to properly cash in further down the line. (...)
Cinema chains don’t have any direct stake in those later revenues.
They’re in the old-fashioned business of getting bums on seats, and
selling them jumbo-sized popcorn at jumbo-sized prices. Despite their
robust ticket sales, they are h
 urting from the collapse of cinema ad
revenues. Until they turn their ticket-booking websites into online
platforms for downloading movies – a business they are looking at –
there’s no obvious upside to shorter windows for them.”
An Alice in Wonderland nightmare as Disney battles the cinemas,
Adam Dawtrey, The Guardian
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It’s a complex knot to untie even now, 7 years after the stir caused by Alice
in Wonderland. It seems to be impossible to find a win-win-win situation
(for producers, distributors and exhibitors alike). And while producers and
distributors might stick together because formulas that maximise revenue
are mutually beneficial, exhibitors definitely take the hardest hit if windows
are reduced.
Exhibitors currently still hold enough bargaining power to ensure they keep
their relevance for the future. This is provided that negotiations occur with
an eye on new business models and that technologies are developed to allow
exhibition to transition into new revenue streams, content, revenue shares,
etc. This opportunity will not occur if they continue to stick with the rigid
mandate of release windows. Development of this discussion is pending in
Chapter 3. The exhibition sector is threatened by a growing variety of options
in the global and local market. VOD, as well as other forms of entertainment,
are attractive alternatives and draw people’s attention. Social media and
platforms like YouTube provide constant distraction. In the West, audiences
are diminishing and the industry’s response has been to invest more heavily
in technology like 3D, while raising the price of tickets to compensate. All
of this makes going to the cinema a very expensive affair and the cinema
industry is now running the risk of alienating its patrons en masse.
Cinema chains are going to have to tread very carefully... consumers
are starting to feel their custom is being taken for granted by
operators...the proportion of cinema-goers who think that tickets are
too expensive has risen from just under two thirds to more than three
quarters This is a warning shot across operators’ bows that should
be heeded, otherwise the industry runs the risk of pricing itself out of
competitiveness. “
Mintel - May 2011

Major studios are hedging the risk by not only perpetuating the importance
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of the theatrical release window, but also by greenlighting productions with
an exclusive experience status. Special effects are still used as a compelling
argument to determine audiences to pay for cinema tickets. And venues are
making sure they offer top notch facilities in order to project these movies at
the expected quality.

The myth of the opening weekend as a success predictor
Blockbusters have come to define the formula for commercial success in
the movie industry. Success is defined on the studio’s terms, as they receive
50% of the profit in the period immediately after the release. But experience
shows that opening weekends are a questionable metric, especially when
expectations are as high as a film obtaining half of its total revenue in the
opening weekend. Even successful movies don’t match up to that standard.
Out of the top ten releases of 2014, American Sniper earned over $350 million.
It only opened in 4 cinemas. With an initial gross of $633,000 dollars, the film
effectively only made 0.18% of its total box office in the opening weekend.
American Sniper is the outlier; the other films in the top ten made between
20 and 40% of their total revenue in the opening weekend. The only other
exception was Transformers: Age of Extinction, which earned over $100
million, almost 41% of its total revenue.

Going to the cinema is expensive
It looks like 2016 has been the most profitable year to date, with Hollywood
domestic earnings reaching $11.4 billion. But the number of total tickets
sold is actually decreasing, prompting questions about how sustainable this
model is.
The rise in ticket prices is inevitably linked to all companies doubling down
on expensive investments that help maintain the growth in blockbusters. The
more impressive the first earnings are, the more everybody rests assured
that they will get their money back and more. On the marketing side, opening
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weekend earnings immediately become an argument to convince more
viewers to pay for a ticket and experience the extravaganza in the cinema.
We will take a closer look at the evolution of cinema ticket prices in recent
years below.

Marketing expenditure- what typically happens in the media agency
world
Nowadays, blockbuster marketing budgets regularly surpass 200 million
dollars and include large international spends that exceed the production
cost. The logic goes, the bigger the production budget, the bigger the marketing
budget, including the sum invested in making copies of the film, so that it can
premiere in as many cinemas as possible. This continues to feed the trust in
opening weekend box office.

Half in the Bag Episode 117: Box Office Number Crunching

The blockbuster approach is a very expensive game and we will discuss
below how this hurts non-blockbusters. But first we should note that
blockbuster economics also support questionable practices on the part of the
media agencies involved in promoting these movies. They keep supporting
expensive strategies that include omnipresent billboards and TV advertising.
They have little concern for optimizing costs because their margins are
largely driven by encouraging the client to spend in inefficient ways.
They say ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’, and while not every blockbuster is
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a success, when drawing the line, studios come out on top. They have the
power and the resources to perpetuate this model which minimizes their
risks and maximizes their revenue. The issue is that the independent part of
the industry is on the losing side of this, as long as they are held against the
same benchmarks for success as blockbusters.

One size does not fit all
Blockbuster economics is a borderline impossible standard to follow for most
independent film releases, here is why:

Small audiences are a given for independent movies
Indies have come to exist and succeeded on the basis of being outliers. Each
of these movies caters to a niche audience as opposed to the engineered
mass appeal of the blockbusters. This means indies usually open to limited
releases, where cinemas are selected strategically, having a direct impact on
the opening weekend box office.

The market is oversaturated
While the number of films produced by major studios each year has
decreased, at the bottom of the budget range the situation is very different.
There are complaints that there are too many films being made. At market
level, indies end up competing against each other for limited attention and
fragmented audiences.

Budgets are significantly smaller than those of blockbusters
Marketing budgets are on par with production budgets, making it prohibitive
for indies to take the ‘be everywhere’ approach that blockbusters typically
go for. This further impacts the opening weekend revenue. The chances
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of a film making good money for a distributor following time honoured
marketing practices are slim; often, taking a traditional approach, the best
they can hope for is breaking even. We have written more extensively about
this issue here.

Competition is fierce
In a conversation with Colin Brown (editor of the Filmonomics blog for
Slated, NYU teacher and co-founder of a distribution company focusing on
Arab cinema), we discussed the competition independent movies face from
other media, TV in particular. This is true for North American indies but also
for European movies (which usually fall within the same budget range).
Colin makes the point that “other media are doing well right now because
they are arguably more entertaining and more artistic” than movies, to the
point that they are pushing the definition of movies. A movie used to be a
particular type of story that was told visually and destined for the big screen.
Since we are starting to see complex narratives and high artistic achievement
in series and other forms of visual storytelling, we need to redefine what
movies are.
There are a series of reasons why television has been able to “take over the
ability of the movie sector to be alternative [and to] mainstream it”:
•

Shorter development cycles: while it takes between 5 and 7
years for a movie to come to screen, it only takes 1-2 years to
get a show on air;

•

More creative freedom: as the amount of risk is smaller (due
to pre-existing audiences) networks have been generous with
giving creators virtually unlimited freedom;

•

Series attract top talent and their fans: slowly but surely TV
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has become not a place to start, but one to return to;
•

Multiple options for viewing: TV execs saw in the internet
the potential of expanding the audience rather than a threat
to the status quo;

•

Other formats: VR, augmented reality.

It is not just TV series that are capturing audiences that were previously
claimed by the movies. There is a plethora of other online content being
created and consumed every minute, with YouTubers raising to star
status. Another important part of the attention capital is attracted by video
games. Hybrid forms such as VR and augmented reality are also constantly
developing and increasing their audience.
All these are challenges for the movie industry as a whole, but their effect is
bigger on the independent movies which used to be the refuge for creative
freedom and exploration. This disruption should not paralyze indies into
becoming obsolete- it should incentivize them to adapt to the shifting tides to
stay in the game.

Movies are everywhere
Opportunities and options for viewing have multiplied not just for television,
but for the content industry as a whole. While networks were quick to
embrace it, the movie industry has been very conservative, all in the name
of traditionally established windows. For a long time, VoD was treated like
just a replacement of the physical DVDs. Despite some bold day-and-date and
ultra VoD releases (more on that here), there continues to be a big window
of time after the theatrical release when movies are not available anywhere
else. There is a decreasing trend, but it has a very low pace- to the extent
that it might have a detrimental effect on capturing previously unexplored
audiences at a global level.
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Producers try to ignore it and hang on to the blockbuster standard release
window between theatrical and home entertainment/ on demand. This
is especially the case for those who have awards ambitions. An important
change might come along if the MPAA and other award granters open up
their eligibility status. Their resistance notwithstanding, the challenge is
real and it is an especially great one for exhibitors, as we have previously
discussed .
On the other hand, for producers who are on board with non-traditional
releases, the challenge is posed to the distributors- the likes of Netflix are
proving to have more buying power and more appeal. Not to mention that
Netflix and Amazon are also very much involved in producing original
movies (not just series) for their platforms.
While opinions among filmmakers are split on the proliferation of streaming
services, the growing popularity and geographical expansions of SVOD
services or Apple TV shows a clear preference of the audience; it allows them
to adapt the experience to their needs and create their own habits.
For both video and music, revenues from streaming are on the rise.
Streaming is becoming the prefered method of accessing content, even for the
most elitist public. Services like MUBI or FilmStruck (the latter being partly
helmed by the most notorious distributor of arthouse classics, Criterion
Collection) can cater to even the most selective film fans. Technology is
making it possible to not only stream these films, but also to experience them
in excellent visual and sound quality.
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Online Video - A Billion Dollar Opportunity
U.S. digital video/music revenue forecast (in billion U.S. Dollars)

Downloads
Streaming

Pay-Per-View
Subscription
Downloads

$10.8b

$9.8b

$8.7b

$13.8b

$12.8b

$11.9b

$7.5b

$3.7b

$4.1b

$4.5b

$4.8b

$5.0b

$5.2b

$5.3b

Source: Statistia Digital Market Outlook

Viewers can watch TV series anywhere, anytime and they are too busy with
the conversations created around them. Before binge watching, series like
Lost gained an active and engaged following which would discuss each
week’s episode. The trend continues for shows aired weekly, but expands to
those made available all at once for binge watching. Social media teams for
popular shows have mastered the art of starting conversations around them
and that of linking these shows with current interest topics. Twitter and
Facebook are on fire every time another character is killed on Games of
Thrones; House of Cards makes headlines announcing the premiere of a new
season on the day of Trump’s inauguration.
Viewers’ habits have shifted and they are willing to wait until they can watch
a movie for a smaller cost and on their own terms. Cinemas have to raise
prices to keep running- a theater keeps 50% of the money from ticket sales
only when they start showing a film, their cut then gradually decreases.
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There is also the threat piracy poses. A recent study by the EAC: A profile of
current and future audiovisual consumers showed that, of the total sample
population, 55% had downloaded or streamed films illegally. What was also
interesting was that in households that had home cinemas systems and a
VOD subscription the rate of piracy jumped to 69%. The survey cited many
factors for this behaviour but the most important were cost (50%), risk (37%),
ease of access (31%) and availability (30%).
Attempting to close down piracy by imposing regulation via the Internet
Service Providers varies from country to country in terms of the level of
enforcement. In the UK you will receive warning letters from Ofcom, in the
USA and Germany threat of legal action is often immediate when the violation
is detected. These controls are easily circumvented by using a Virtual Proxy
Network (VPN) which is easily downloaded over the web. A more effective
measure was to force Google’s search engine to start hiding known sites such
as The Pirate Bay, while services like Popcorn Time have been halted through
threat of legal action.
In discussions with a small sample set in the UK, regulations do seem to
be curtailing the pirating behaviour. A common secondary response was
services like Amazon, Netflix, SkyNOW. They are now stepping up as a
more convenient way of accessing great content. This behaviour has only
increased since these platforms have all started pumping out original showsan insight that was concurrent with this piece of research that shows users
are switching to OTT services in favour of services like BitTorrent. Netflix
execs have previously claimed that piracy rates decline in countries after it
launches. Indeed, CEO Reed Hastings claimed, BitTorrent usage in Canada
dropped by 50% following the streaming service’s launch in the country.
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Share of peak download internet traffic in North America

30%

45%

51%

53%

54%

8%
8%

6%

4%

3%

2010

2011

43%

43%

43%

2012

2013

2014

OTT Video
BitTorrent

3%

61%
47%

61%

37%

Other

2015
Source: Sandvine

We looked at the status quo and how providing good options for access to
content at all window stages may help minimize the effects of piracy- you can
find the article here.

Indies are hit the hardest
Between the competition from other media and the standards for success
imposed on the whole movie industry by blockbusters, independent
productions are losing ground in the following ways:

Less viewers means less revenue
One of the major effects of the current context is that the already niche
audiences of these movies are further being diminished. TV and home
viewing are both cheaper and more convenient than going to the cinema.
In the past ten years, the gap between ticket prices and total number of
tickets sold has been constantly growing. Tickets are now more than 33%
more expensive than they were back in 2006. During the same time, the total
number of tickets has continued to drop. In fact, there seems to be a little
20

growth every two years but each time it is followed by two years when the
numbers decrease. As this pattern continues, in smaller increments, the price
of tickets has seen a constant increase (at an annual growth rate of 2,91%).

150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
2006 2007 2008 2009

Indexed price

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Indexed tickets no.

Cinemas charge the same ticket price regardless of the movie, and with
smaller audiences, indies bring in less cash. This directly affects not just
cinemas, but also the producers and distributors. Opening weekend box
office decreases, flagging such movies as not commercially successful and
affecting revenues further down the line.

It’s very crowded at the top
Movies based on an original script are historically the highest grossing
products. That sounds like great news but, as usual, the devil is in the details.
This category includes a large number of films that include indies as well
as tentpole blockbusters which alters the economics. Statistics from The
Numbers for domestic box office indicate that while superhero movies sell
an average of 1.6 million tickets per movie, original screenplay movies attract
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an average of 22,700 spectators each. It’s this average that is misleading.
In 2016, there were 15 franchise releases of movies based on comics/ graphic
novels, with an average of over 15 million tickets sold globally (average box
office revenue of $127 million per movie). In comparison there were 376
original screenplays and they sold 1.49 million tickets each (an average box
office of $12.5 million) yet only 16.7 % achieved this box office revenue or
higher. This means that the majority of the revenues were generated by a
small section (16.7%) of the films that were released as original screenplays.

Comics / Graphic Novel

Original screenplay

Films released in 2016

15

376

Total n. of tickets sold

226.219.204

560.680.403

Average n. of tickets sold
per film

15.081.280

1.491.171

Total box office

$1.907.027.954

$4.726.537.405

Average box office per film

$127.135.197

$12.570.578

What The Numbers qualify as ‘original screenplays’ is debatable labelling
and includes sequels (such as Finding Dory, Star Wars Ep. VII- The Force
Awakens, Kung Fu Panda 3, Independence Day: Resurgence). While they might
not have been based on a previously existing sources, they are extensions of
a pre-existing story-verse. As expected, these movies are high up in the box
office top 10, all with gains of over $100 million. Finding Dory tops the chart
with ticket sales worth over $486 million domestically.
You have to search further down this list to find acclaimed independent
movies such as The Lobster ($9.1 million domestically and $6.4 million
overseas) or The Witch ($25 million domestically and $15 million overseas).
Indiewire also kept an updated list of the highest grossing indies of last year,
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ranked by their domestic gross. A complete picture of these films’ worldwide
box office performance is hard to come by, especially one that clearly reflects
the difference between various markets even within Europe.
This is a complex and crowded market in which the majors dominate more
than 80% of the revenue for movie releases both domestically and globally.
Most indies occupy a small section of the remaining revenue, but together
make up the vast majority of films released.

Indies are forced to conform to an ill-fitting economic
model
As we have seen in the analysis above, when relying on theatrical releases
(and the opening weekend as a predictor of success) indie movies face a
triple challenge:
•

First of all, they need to put in the effort of distinguishing
themselves from the several other indies opening at the same
time;

•

Secondly, they need to invest efficiently in identifying and
reaching the right audience;

•

And thirdly, they need to convince that audience to pay for
a ticket that reflects the venue’s investment in upgrading to
technologies ultimately meant to enhance the experience of
watching blockbusters.

These challenges are hard to bypass completely, but they are becoming easier
to manage with the advent of the internet.
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Change is good
The internet and digital technologies are in the process of massively disrupting
the movie industry. The distributors’ traditional role as gatekeepers is being
challenged more today than it ever has been in the past. At the same time, a
medium flooded by content is in great need of trustworthy curators.
Christine Eloy is the Managing Director of Europa Distribution- an association
of European producers that focuses on supporting the industry in these tough
times through workshops, conferences, as well as lobbying and information
dissemination. We talked about the challenges faced by the sector and the
discussion promptly turned to the known culprits: too much competition in
the cinema, strong competition from outside of the cinema, the difficulties
in navigating the always changing online medium. In Europe, as expected,
these issue also take an institutional dimension. While there are more EU
programs than ever dedicated to distribution support, Christine decried a lack
of connection between policy makers and the industry. A good example of
this are the initiatives such as the Digital Single Market, which are attempting
to review and rewrite copyright laws within the Eurozone (we discussed in
more detail some of the proposed measures here).

EFFT 16: Fireside chat with Jörgen Gren, Phil Clapp, Ville Heijari, and Milissa Douponce

All of these factors force the industry into a survival mindset, but there is
still plenty of hope and, along with the pressures, there are plenty of new
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opportunities for intrepid companies to look into. We will explore the
available solutions on a theoretical level first (see the following chapter,
What works?). In the second part of this book we will take a deep dive into
case studies, strategies and processes that can aid indie distributors in their
mission to reach and engage online audiences.

What works?
We have seen in this chapter the various pitfalls that face indie movies, but
it mustn’t all be gloom and doom. The same factors that have created these
threats and challenges can be exploited as opportunities. In order to achieve
this, disruption must be accepted and tackled with a focus on the end goal,
rather than the process of achieving it. Film distributors want audiences
to pay for seeing movies- whether in the form of cinema tickets, renting,
watching on VOD etc. They have more methods than ever before at their
disposal to achieve that.
Being different is the very currency of indies but the adherence to mainstream
ideas of success is already posing a major threat to their future. So the key to
successfully ride the movie industry disruption wave is to accept that gains
are obtained over a longer period of time and focus should be on long tail
economics.
It’s easy to say that the number of independent movies that ‘make it’ has
decreased in the last 2 decades. But what defines them as independent films?
And what defines ‘making it’? Some films produced independently are made
on a shoestring budget, with a cast and crew of friends. For some of them,
breaking out means having an audience beyond friends and family. For
others the ambition is to be selected in festivals and build awareness and
credibility for the director.
While the methods and strategies we suggest in this paper can be applied
for all movies, our focus is on films that are made as both an artistic and a
25

financial investment. They are films that are made with an expectation for a
multinational (if not international) audience.

Source: Filmonomics

Slow but steady gains are seeded rather than providing immediate returns.
These also come with marketing expenditure that follows the same pace.
Instead of sinking costs into prints and a big campaign to back a nation or
world-wide opening, a limited release can attract a very precisely targeted
audience. Minimizing the window to the VOD release, the film can benefit
from strong word of mouth support that can help reduce the marketing costs.
The key relies on putting the effort into constantly seeking out the film’s
audience. Once identified, each member of that audience should be able to
enjoy the movie as soon as possible. In the long run this could increase the
number of successful small and middle budget films being made.
The key to benefiting from long tail economics is to open up to the technology
that has made this a possibility to begin with. It requires distributors to
consider various release alternatives simultaneously and over a longer
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period of time- alternative distribution- rather than immediate returns from
theatrically exploiting the film and having other channels as a welcome
bonus.
Alternative distribution offers the possibility of lower sunk costs when
it comes to marketing. While budgets as a whole might stay the same, the
expenditure is spread over a longer period of time. The focus changes
towards actions that have proven results and not just buzz-making value.
It is also important to note that this approach requires doing away with some
existing industry conceptions:
•

The length of the ‘idea to screen’ time- that is how series
have managed to set the pace and take the lead. While this is
something that concerns producers, it also has a deep impact
on the work distributors do to market movies;

•

The definition of success- this needs to change to reflect
realistic and specific expectations of rational independent
film distributors;

•

Release windows- shorter windows and simultaneous
releases are key;

•

Marketing as a rigid strategy- this should instead be an
ongoing process and involve the movie’s producers;

•

The definition of successful digital and social media
marketing campaigns- impressions shouldn’t be enough to
impress and Facebook accounts can’t be fully left to handle
by an intern.
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Chapter 2
Marketing movies online: how to get more bang
for your buck

Introduction
In Chapter 1, Mirona discussed the socio-economic and political factors
that are affecting film launches to highlight the increased competition and
complexity producers and film distributors face today.
In this section, Ben Johnson will take you through some strategies that will
allow you to maximise the impact of your marketing so that you have the
best chance to reach and engage your audiences. He will describe some of the
processes we use at Gruvi to ensure that media buy and creative are working
hand in hand. He will also cover strategies for how to optimize audience
interactions along the film’s life cycle.
Digital marketing presents many valuable opportunities to distributors
looking to market their film and should, in our opinion, make a substantial
part of the marketing budget for any contemporary campaign. The beauty
of digital is its transparency, specificity, and scale. However there are a few
important perception problems that need to change in order to better make
sense of this complex advertising and communication medium.
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The myth of online marketing
The myth of online marketing is that people buy what is being advertised
from the first ad they see.

You might laugh, but a lot of companies invest in
content marketing on the assumption that this is
how it works
Me make content

Humans click.

Them buy.
Me get money.

Excuse the caveman language but Rand Fishkin, in his excellent Slideshare
presentation, makes this very valid point.

This is How Content Marketing Really Works:
Me Make
Content.

Maybe them see
more content I
make. Visit again.

Humans click.

Me build trust,
relationship with
humans.

I them like, them
remember.

When them need
me product, them
come back.

The truth is that digital advertising requires multiple touch points with the
consumer over time and the building of an overall good experience - in order
for them to remember the brand when they have a need for the product.
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You are Marketing to Humans
If you start with the mindset that you are building trust over time rather than
accelerating the user towards a transaction, this will meaningfully impact
the way you run your marketing. It will also help you understand why it’s so
important to build the conversation (chatter) around your film.

Your audience needs time
As Mirona detailed in the previous section, the pressure of blockbuster
economics and constrictive release windows leads to a model of release
that simply doesn’t work economically for most movies. The main reason is
that the timing normally doesn’t fit with how most audiences find out about
movies, let alone with how they organise their lives around going to the
cinema.
Take a look at the following chart taken from Google’s 2012 Win the Moments
that Matter presentation delivered at UNIC (the same principles, in a more
general form, are shared here). In this chart they plot the number of search
enquiries for a movie title during the course of its release cycle. Note that
this release was for a major tentpole production, with all the luxuries of a
huge marketing spend, lots of content to seed and a dedicated marketing and
social team.
The important thing to emphasize is how the marketing budgets are allocated
for the early trailer seeding, theatrical and home entertainment windows of
the campaign. In our experience, at least 80% of the budget is sunk into the
opening week.
We argue that this model is too short a timeframe to engage an indie audience,
unless the film has real a thematic draw and a large pre existing audience
base (e.g. Straight Outta Compton, last year’s stellar performing indie hit).
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Google’s 2012 Win the Moments that Matter - Adapted with Gruvi’s analysis of when and how
the marketing budgets are typically allocated

Short marketing cycles and release windows have another negative side
effect. A recent study found that many movies were missing up to 35% of
their potential ticket sales (on average) because by the time those potential
audience members had found out about the film and decided that it was
worth checking out, the movie had left cinemas. The phenomenon is termed
Latent Demand and is a sad reality of the business. Once you’ve successfully
activated somebody through marketing, if that person is unable to find a
legal version of the film, your investment will have been in vain.
So we want to a make a strong warning to indie filmmakers and distributors:
One week before the premiere of your film is NOT the time to make a
marketing plan. If you are starting your marketing this late you are wasting
your money. We recommend starting as early as possible, with the actual
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campaign beginning a minimum of 3 - 4 weeks before the premiere night.
Planning should start even earlier. Below we outline the process of planning,
preparing, launching and monitoring your campaign for optimal results.

Starting with the right question: Who is my
audience?
If you don’t know who your audience is, then you will never meaningfully
reach them
Anyone who has read Stradella Road’s interesting research on moviegoers
understands that the behaviour of going to the cinema is highly complex
and deeply stage of life dependent. It’s also a profoundly socially motivated
activity, from choosing the movies we decide to watch, through to who we
select to go with.
It’s still a very profound study (even though it’s 6 years old). If you have not
read it yet, we have taken the time to explain some of the key points below.
It highlights the importance of adapting your marketing and your messaging
based on your audience’s key socio economic influences. For example, here
are two audience profiles modeled from their sample of 4000 moviegoers in
the USA in 2010.

Moviegoers 13 - 17 years old
Teen life is focused around customization of their
entertainment

and

maximizing

socialization.

Defining characteristics:
•

Short attention span, Multi-processing! (watch TV,
text, socialize online) all while doing homework
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•

More likely to text than have telephone conversations

•

Social networking is a critical communication tool

•

Moviegoing is a major social event; typically attend
in groups
Key attitudes:

•

“I spend a lot of time socializing with my friends over
the Internet” (67%)

•

“I hate it when my friends see a movie before I do
and then spoil parts of it by telling me about the
movie.” (71%)

•

“I like to see movies right away when they first open,
so I can talk about them with my friends.” (57%)

Moviegoers 30 - 39 years old
The Weekend Warrior: Time constrained; parenthood
dominates. Defining characteristics:
•

Highest number of hours spent online and highest
use of all technology: Internet, broadband, email,
DVR (and ad skipping, at 63%), cell phone

•

These moviegoers are the most time constrained;
they use online for search, news, video and social
networking
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•

Movie-going trips are split between those seen with
child and those with spouse
Key attitudes:

•

“If I see something that makes me curious about a
movie, I go online to learn more about that movie.”
(71%)

•

“I would go to the movies more often if I had more
time.” (68%)

Source: Stradella Road: Movie Goers 2010
http://files.sladecek.webnode.cz/200000310-7766b78617/Moviegoers-2010-stradellaroad_com.pdf

If you know that your film is suitable for one of these groups, then you can
infer some parameters about where to reach them and how you communicate
with them.
Understanding your potential audience is very important, as it will form the
basis of your strategy. To help you understand some key audience behaviours
I have pulled some more of the key points from the Stradella Road report
referenced earlier that I felt were important in helping you achieve marketing
success.
What we decide to see as movie goers and how we decide what to watch is
highly influenced by what the other people want to see in the groups we go
with.
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Stradella Road: MovieGoers 2010 Survey

That’s particularly powerful because:
•

92% - of moviegoers attend the cinema with someone else;

•

46% of moviegoers found in theaters were attending in groups
of 3+.

And because 75% of moviegoers trust the opinions of friends, these comments
and opinions are incredibly important in the decision making process. Word
of mouth recommendations from friends are way more important than the 5
star review in a major newspaper when it comes down to choosing a movie
to watch.
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Stradella Road: MovieGoers 2010 Survey

What’s also interesting is that we, as moviegoers, often mentally plan what to
go see in a cinema well in advance of actually going (29% of respondents said
they ponder this more than a month before the movie releases). This implies,
subconsciously, that a good marketing campaign can work to seed the notion
in the moviegoer’s head that they should check out your film. However, the
actual behaviour of attending the cinema is relatively spontaneous (decided
within 2 days, say 72%). Once we actually go to the cinema, what we choose
to watch is largely guided by the people we are with (55% of the time).

Stradella Road: MovieGoers 2010 Survey
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Your audience is complex; it is made up of different groups of people with
different desires, interests and motivations that guide their behaviour. Not
only do you have to contend with that, you also have to factor in that they
are highly socially influenced; deciding to see your movie or not will be
impacted (at least 50% of the time) by the other people in the group present
in the cinema with them. We are not as free as we would like to think when
it comes to the process of selecting movies.

The paradox of consumer choice
In today’s connected world we are more distracted than ever- our attention
spans have been shortened through our many touch points with technology.
Confronted with limitless possibilities of entertainment you have to ask why
would your audience potentially risk their valuable time in order to make
the decision to come and experience your movie. The risk is them being
disappointed and it’s this sense of risk that you have to overcome in your
marketing.
There are three fundamental truths about your audiences that you have to
confront today:
•

Your audiences are busy: time is now the currency of online
attention;

•

Your audience are everywhere: apps, platforms, websites,
social media have led to the fragmentation of your audiences;

•

Your audiences are overwhelmed: competition for their
attention is fierce.

Consumer choice is the apex of Western capitalism, but as anyone who has
been presented with an iTunes or Netflix wall of content knows, too much
choice can be paralysing, leading to anxiety which in turn leads to task
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abandonment. We as humans have evolved to avoid chaos, so more than 3
clearly distinct choices lead to psychological reactions such analysis paralysis
and buyer’s regret. Over 1000 films were released in the UK last year alone.
Think about it: this is what you have to compete against and stand out from.
An important step when you have identified your audience should be to
provide a very compelling WHY- why they should risk their time to see your
film? Good marketing focuses on the WHY and appeals to meaning, rather
than attributes. As human beings, we are programmed to observe meaning
before we recognise an object. That is why storytelling and mythology are so
important in all cultures and why we spend billions of dollars creating these
very elaborate cultural artifacts called movies.
For a crash course in ‘WHY’ and WHY getting your ‘WHY’ right is so important,
watch Simon Sinek in his TED talk. This is probably one of the most important
pieces of marketing advice you will ever receive. Most business are very good
at explaining what they do and how they do it, but often fail at presenting
WHY they do what they do.

The Different Approach: Thinking in terms of audiences
Remember: If you don’t win the war on chatter within the right audience
group your film runs the huge risk of not being relevant. Chatter is the
endless essays, comments, opinions, debates and conversations that
people should be having about your film.
We often hear independent filmmakers and distributors expressing fears that
the audience for their films is ‘too small’. While it is true that some movies
appeal to a niche audience, it doesn’t have to be seen as a disadvantage. That,
combined with a limited release, can go a long way in creating a buzz about
the film.
The flexibility of digital marketing makes it an excellent way to reach small,
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niche audience groups. It’s also a wonderful tool for broad reach and for
being pervasive across devices and online experience.

Case Study - The Bride
In August 2016 Gruvi ran a social media campaign for the limited US release
of the film The Bride (dir. Paula Ortiz). The film was distributed in the US by
Outsider Pictures. It premiered on August 5 in 3 cities in Florida- Hollywood,
Fort Lauderdale and Miami.
The goal was to target and engage the Spanish-speaking community in Florida
during a one week campaign (August 3 – August 8). We refined the targeting
by focusing on fans of foreign art-house movies (e.g. Embrace of the Serpent,
Son of Saul) and directors (e.g. Pedro Almodovar and Wong Kar Wai.) The
key media used for the campaign included Facebook and video pre-roll on
YouTube. The total budget was of 1000 USD.
We tested the interests we identified (similar movies, directors) to identify the
key demographics of the target audience. This revealed a particularly high
engagement from males and females over the age of 55, with particularly
good results for females older than 65. The targeting in the main campaign
then focused on these groups.
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The results confirmed the outcome of the testing. While the testing produced
an average clickthrough rate of 2.41%, this went up to almost 4% during the
campaign. An excellent result when factoring in that the average CTR for
Facebook ads in the US is as low as 0.98 %.
Users in the 55+ category accounted for the highest clickthrough rate (5.60%
for female users and 3.82% for males). They were also more likely to watch
more of the trailer. Another demographic group turned out to be very
engaged with the content- the clickthrough rate for young women (25 to 34
years old) was over 6%. In total we reached 94070 people and generated over
38000 actions (including video views, clicks, likes, comments, shares). The
film went on to perform well in these three locations.
The Bride case study is a good example of a micro targeted campaign where
we started with the potential audience in mind. So how should you go about
the important tasks of correctly defining who your audience is? In the next
section we describe a series of steps that we have found extremely useful at
Gruvi.

Developing an Inference Hypothesis
The good news is that we are in an age where you can run your own research
to identify your audience, test their reactions, make necessary adjustments,
then retest very cheaply. The process is careful and iterative, allowing us to
orientate and correct mistakes on the fly. There are a plethora of tools out
there that allow you to do your analysis and testing prior to the movie launch
which I will describe later in this chapter.

Step 1: Setting up your strategy
In this section I am going to talk about the importance of developing an
Inference Hypothesis which is a statement about a pool of selected audience
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that have an inferred similarity in interest. This is a method of analysis
where you:
•

State what you are planning to test for this audience’s interests;

•

Decide on the relevant message based on these interests; and

•

State what you are going to try to get them to do once your
message reaches them.

Here is the breakdown of what the most important components of an
Inference Hypothesis are:
“If I could approach (description of the audience pool) with the
message that (specific message tailored to that pool) they would find
that information interesting and that could be used as a lever to get
them to (define actions that you would like the audience to do).”

Case Study- It Follows
Before any film marketing campaign, we receive a brief from the client.
Typically these are quite limited, as the distributor often lacks the resources
to engage any statistical testing to define their marketing hypotheses. This
often leads to distributors choosing a target audience based on general
ideas in the industry regarding a specific genre or subject matter. But as we
established in the first part, part of what makes indies interesting is that they
deviate from the norm.
We had a first hand experience with the effects of going on industry assumption
when we worked on marketing the art-house horror film It Follows (2014,
David Robert Mitchell) in Denmark. Based on industry assumptions we
prepared a campaign to market this movie to male teenagers and young
adults- experience dictates that they are the core audience for horror films.
Furthermore, the main characters of It Follows have this age and the film
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deals with a sexually transmitted scary supernatural force that hunts them- a
subject that, we felt safe to assume, would appeal to this demographic.
This appeared to be an easy Inference Hypothesis to formulate and apply:
If I could approach 15-24 year olds who like horror movies with the message
that It Follows is a horror film about a sexually transmitted hunting
spirit they would find that information interesting and that could be used as
a lever to get them to get them to see the trailer.
We also took into account other similar movies to formulate additional
hypotheses, such as:
“If I could approach 15-24 year olds who like horror movies with
the message that It Follows is a horror film similar to Paranormal
Activity they would find that information interesting and that could
be used as a lever to get them to purchase a ticket to watch the
movie in the cinema.”

We started the campaign based on this hypotheses and we were soon very
successful, but not quite as we would have expected. Our targeted audience
was heavily interacting with the ads and posts, but they were doing so to
complain about how they hated the film and how it’s a waste of time and
money. It was soon very clear that this was by no means the typical horror
film. We had great, engaging creative, but delivering it to the wrong audience
was not helping- quite the contrary.
With a drive-in special screening of the film being prepared by the distributor
and closely approaching, we thought it was best to hit the breaks and re-think
our strategy. We will discuss more about the steps we took to turn around
this campaign later on in the paper (see Test, test and retest).
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The Iron Lady Case Study
The power of an Inference Hypothesis is that it sets your target, your strategy
and what you then would like the audience member to do once you have
engaged them. It is also very important that you build and test several
Inference Hypotheses to hedge your risk and maximise the opportunity that
you will encounter a Hypothesis that works.
When we worked on The Iron Lady (2011, directed by Phyllida Loyd) we saw
the movie and did our initial background research. Here you had a film about
a contentious, strong, powerful woman in politics. A natural urge would be
to investigate themes of female empowerment. After all, the film had a fairly
divisive subject matter- Thatcher’s name still evokes deep hatred in many
parts of Scotland and Northern England.
Inference Hypothesis 1
“If I could approach women who are interested in emancipation
and feminism that this is a film about a woman in power of a
male establishment they would find that information interesting and
that could be used as a lever to ... “

But we didn’t just stop there; we created several more hypotheses:
Inference Hypothesis 2
“If I could approach women who are interested in particular
female icons such as local Scandinavian female politicians that
this is a film about a woman in power of a male establishment
they would find that information interesting and that could be used as
a lever to...”
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Inference Hypothesis 3
“If I could approach women that like Meryl Streep that this is an
interesting movie she is starring in that could be used as a lever
to...”

As it transpired, finding women interested in feminism and female
emancipation yielded too small numbers in our research to be interesting
to target. This is relevant because it proves that beliefs are hard to directly
assimilate into targeting research. What would have been better was to
target specific behaviors such as films and books they had liked, groups they
had joined, etc. as action defines intention and intention is rooted in belief.
Targeting followers of female politicians in Scandinavia and other strong
female leaders was extremely expensive and the click through rate was
low. However, going after Meryl Streep fans was incredibly successful with
low costs, high levels of engagement, and a massive pool of people across
Scandinavia to target. I say to this day - release a movie with Meryl Streep as
a lead in Scandinavia and you will likely have a money maker on your hands.
What was also interesting was that, when we added other strong female
‘heroes’ to our targeting list, our potential audience pool did not grow in size.
This demonstrated that women who had an interest in strong characters in
culture were already fans of Meryl Streep.
The above example highlights the importance of having multiple Inference
Hypotheses to test so that you can discard the ones that don’t work.

Crossing the chasm
Anyone who works in technology is familiar with Geoffrey Moore’s book
Crossing the Chasm. The author makes the observation that if your product
or service is going to survive, as an inventor or entrepreneur you have to
deliver to a wider audience than just immediate hard core early adopters.
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Crossing the Chasm is closely related to the technology adoption lifecycle
where five main segments are recognized: innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority and laggards. According to Moore, the marketer should
focus on one group of customers at a time, using each group as a base for
marketing to the next group. The most difficult step is making the transition
between visionaries (early adopters) and pragmatists (early majority). This
is the chasm that he refers to. If a successful firm can create a bandwagon
effect in which enough momentum builds, then the product becomes a de
facto standard.
Late Majority
“Conservatives”
Early Majority
“Pragmatists”

“The Chasm”

Innovators
“Techies”

Early Adopters
“Visionaries”

Laggards
“Skeptics”

It’s a very good model because it also relates to the launch of movies, games,
music, and many other cultural artifacts. Each film could be treated like a
discontinuous innovation (unless Hollywood have their way with the whole
franchise side of things), so here is my version for film marketing.
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Comics / Graphic Novel

Original screenplay

Films released in 2016

15

376

Total n. of tickets sold

226.219.204

560.680.403

Average n. of tickets sold
per film

15.081.280

1.491.171

Total box office

$1.907.027.954

$4.726.537.405

Average box office per film

$127.135.197

$12.570.578

Locating Your Early Adopters (Harcore Nerds and Inferred Audiences)
Once you have developed your Hypotheses, how do you begin to test to ensure
you are able to reach your inferred audiences and that they will interact with
your messages?
The first step is to see how many people would fall into each Hypothesis pool.
There are a variety of tools you can use to test ideas that avoid you having
to do any expensive polling or focus group work or contacting the likes of
Nielsen and Comscore. These are:
•

Facebook

•

Twitter

•

Google - YouTube

•

Reddit
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While researching this article on the failed attempt to revive the Ghostbusters
franchise, we came across of this great example of how Facebook Audience
Insights can be used for identifying the size of the different pools of audience
you are going after. Carey Martell efficiently demonstrates how the platform
could have been used for valuable insight into the target audience already at
the production stage. In a separate post, he does a comprehensive breakdown
of how to use this tool for market research.
In the future, we will update this document with a detailed breakdown of the
market research for movies process on Google -YouTube and Twitter.
Remember: what you are looking for is the largest pool of early adopters
for your marketing. Size of audience in this pool really does indicate how
many people will pick up on your ad and also indicates the expense of the
actual advertising. A big pool with a high parity with your Inference equals
cheaper clicks, impression costs and greater engagement. This will help
with the social media marketing that should be going on behind every good
campaign. Whatever your Inferred Audience is doing, the ideal thing is to
have them chattering away with each other and their friends because this
helps your release cross the chasm into wider public perception.

Fair Game Case Study
In the early days of Gruvi we worked on the movie Fair Game (2010, directed
by Doug Liman). Fair Game tells the true story of Joe Wilson and Valerie
Plame, and the disastrous consequences that followed the decision of Joe,
a former ambassador, to tell the truth in what he considered his country’s
interests in the run up to the second Iraq war. The movie starred Sean Penn
and Naomi Watts. It was our first project and the distributor was really
struggling to get people interested in the title despite the fact that it was an
excellent film. They were desperately trying to build up the number of fans
on their page and were not really succeeding.
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We did some analysis and came up with our first very basic Inference
Hypothesis:
Inference Hypothesis 1
“People who liked Sean Penn and Naomi Watts on social media would
like this film.”

From our analysis on Facebook, the audience pool was small - even though
Naomi Watts and Sean Penn were great actors and had been in many movies,
their fan base in Denmark was quite limited, mainly because both actors are
quite private and avoid the limelight.
When we began advertising, it was costing us about $1.60 to get a user to
click on the advert and the ad was quite simple, using the creative from
the film and highlighting the lead actors. We had a total budget of $1600
so the most we could hope for was to get 1000 people to like the page. That
was pretty insignificant; neither we, nor the client were impressed with the
performance and we were about to close the project after having deployed
25% of the budget.
As a last attempt we started looking into the whole premise of the movie.
It turned out it was super contentious as it was based on one of the first
stories Wikileaks had broken. At the time Julian Assange was in Sweden and
Wikileaks had just leapt to the front of the news cycle with the release of
the Collateral Damage video. The Wikileaks brand was widespread across
popular culture - then the rape allegations hit the headlines and the web was
ripe with conspiracy theories. Wikileaks had a huge following on Facebook
and because of the news cycle they were also being heavily discussed on
social media.
Inference Hypothesis 2
If I could approach people who were interested in Wikileaks, that
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here was a film about the Valerie Plame incident, which was
the first major story that Wikileaks broke, they would find that
information interesting and that could be used as a lever to get them
to like the film’s page on Facebook.

We switched the ads to copy worded like this:
“Interested in Wikileaks - Check out Fair Game, the movie about
Wikileaks’ first major story.”

Costs dropped to less than 0.04 cents per click, the likes skyrocketed on the
page and the interaction in terms of people reading the posts and watching
the trailers was insane. Had we had more than a small test budget, we could
have had a really serious influence on ticket sales, because the rest of the
marketing, run by the distributor’s agency, was failing to make an impact.

Summary
•

Enter your marketing with the perspective that you are
building a conversation with humans;

•

Develop several Inference Hypotheses about your potential
audience;

•

In developing your Inference Hypotheses, look for themes
outside of the ones directly associated with the movie;

•

Use the ad tools in platforms like Facebook to determine how
big your potential audience pools are in each Hypothesis
- concentrate on the Hypotheses with the largest audience
pools;

•

The more the theme is connected to popular culture, the
bigger and more active your audience will be;
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•

The bigger and more active your potential audience, the
cheaper they will be to buy and the more engaged they will
be with your content on all platforms, including those outside
of social media.

Please note that this is under the important caveat that you get your creative
and messaging right.

Creative Forces
Identifying what resonates with the audience
Before we get going with this section, I am going to delve into a bit of biology
and behavioural psychology to help add perspective on why it’s so important
to get your creative and messaging right.

Visual acuity in advertising
If you look at the structure of the eye and how we see, our peripheral vision
is excellent at spotting movement but is colour blind- there is no depth of
perception and it’s impossible to make out any form. As you concentrate
on moving from this part of your vision to looking directly ahead, your
perception of detail improves steadily, to the point where you see all details
and all colours. You can test this by getting someone to stand just off to the
side of you while you are looking ahead. Outside of an 18 degree angle of
focus you will not be able to see many of their facial features, like their nose,
if you focus on looking straight ahead.
Human beings have developed incredible eyesight. Our central field of
view - that pin prick in the centre of our fields of vision - is connected to
an unfathomable number of neurons in the brain. So when we concentrate
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on looking at something, we can examine it really well from a depth, detail
and colour perspective at a steadily increasing cost to the rest of our field of
view and to the things that are not in our immediate focus. If you have ever
watched the video with the basketball, the players and the moon walking
bear you will know what I mean - because you have been instructed to count
the number of times the basketball is thrown between the players your miss
the guy in the bear costume crossing the court Michael Jackson style.

The Power of Meaning
We as humans are hardwired to interpret and react to meaning in the
world around us. Perception of meaning is not a rational phenomenon, it
comes through our subconscious (our being), not through our intellect. I am
explaining this because our behaviour and the emotion we experience are
not carefully structured, logical processes (like the steps in the media plan
or a maths equation); we very often feel before we have recognised what
we are looking at. Many things in marketing have evolved to take advantage
of this - that’s why many men magazines and nearly all female magazines
have pictures of attractive women where the face is looking directly at the
camera lens. That’s a really important example of the power of marketing
at play. Imagine that a whole industry has evolved to the same position
because the magazines that failed to do this went out of business. We are
very good at being able to recognise a human face or a body form and can
interpret meaning that will elicit some form of emotion or response almost
instantaneously (13 milliseconds to be exact).
To highlight this point I am going to ask you to quickly take a look at these
two video ads for the service provided by Grammerly.
If you watch the first video you will see a rather dry, feature-led presentation
of the Grammerly product and what the product does.
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Watch video

The second video focuses on a social media manager’s first day and shows
why Grammerly was so important to her.

Watch video

With the first video, I was tempted to quit watching as my initial reaction
was that this product is a waste of money because I have spell checker on
my word processor. In the second video, the WHY of the product suddenly
becomes very clear and I am left with little doubt that, for certain situations,
Grammerly’s tool is very useful. I have little doubt that the 2nd video (despite
its high production costs) generates better conversions for less advertising
spend.
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The importance of standing out
Scot Bendall, creative director at La Boca in west London, says the consortia
of companies and other backers that provide financing for films can be riskaverse. This comes through in the marketing, which seems to “go in a safe
direction”, as he puts it. “Once a film grosses well with a particular style of
poster, you are likely to see that style replicated over the genre as it was
deemed a successful design.”

Do your images, movie posters or trailers convey meaning?
Netflix calculated that the average human spends 1.8 seconds reviewing each
poster thumbnail before making a decision for each move on or click. By that
logic, that means you have 1.8 seconds to engage your audiences with your
movie’s EPK and poster. That’s not a lot of time. So what do you have to do in
order to succeed?
Complex Emotions
As I mentioned previously, we are hardwired to respond to faces, particularly
when they display complex emotions. In Netflix’s own research, they found
complex emotions actually compel people to watch a story more. This is
because complex emotions convey a wealth of information regarding the
tone or feel of the content. Conveying emotion through faces and editing
(by association) goes back to the beginnings on cinema and Kuleshov’s
experiment (to revisit the Kuleshov effect, you can watch this video of Alfred
Hitchcock explaining and demonstrating the priciples behind it.
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Alfred Hitchcock explaining the Kuleshov Effect

Sometimes images convey a strong compelling narrative of their own - here
are some examples from recent campaigns we worked on. Bear in mind that
in relation to normal click through rates in the ad industry, anything over 1%
is treated as very good.
Toni Erdman
Engagement Highlight: 13.52% click through rate
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The Lobster
Engagement Highlight: 9.68% click through rate

The Man Who Saved the World
Engagement Highlight: 6.89% click through rate
•

800 Shares

•

2000 plus likes

•

92 Comments
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Less is more
In trying to convey meaning through creative, a good rule of thumb online
is to focus on a few details. In the following case, for HBO, we found that this
image had a low click through rate, compared to the individual images we
selected for other campaigns.
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Engagement: Click through rate 0.63%
We found out, with examples such as this, that while ensemble casts are
fantastic for a huge billboard on the side of a highway, they are too complex
at small sizes and ultimately, not as effective.
Star Power
We have seen star power work well when we use visible, recognizable
characters (and especially polarizing ones). It’s also natural for us to respond
to villainous characters. This goes back to our pre historical fascination with
myths - the ancient stories and our being enthralled by the antagonist figures
of the Gorgon, the Dragon, the Snake, etc. We all find the villains fascinating
because our subconscious, over millions of years of evolution, is attuned to
detect and warily investigate unknown threats.
The meaning of your messaging
Messaging is important too, but it’s worth noting that it is secondary to the
power of an image. Keep in mind that conveying meaning through advertising
online is usually done 85% of the time through the image and 15% through
the text. That being said, a good opening or headline copy is important.
Case Studie Force Majeure
We ran some tests on creative and messaging for the film Force Majeure (2014,
directed by Ruben Östlund) before we initiated the wider media spend. The
following are two examples that clearly demonstrate the power of creative
and message adjustment along with a refinement in targeting.
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Advert 1
Results from Advert 1 were disappointing. For a total of £19.22 clicks were
generated, mostly on mobile devices, at a cost per click of £0.75. Actions
within the player were:
•

13 people viewed the player;

•

8% clicked on showtimes;

•

69% of those watched the trailer;

•

0% exited to buy tickets.

Not very healthy numbers!
We liked the strap line ‘In an avalanche, would you save your iPhone or your
family?’. We felt this was quite eye catching but we decided to translate it
to Danish (despite the average Dane’s impeccable English, we thought this
could help). We then narrowed the targeted interests to areas where we
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felt a statement like this, with the right image, would have better affinity.
We narrowed in on: Snowboard, Cross-country skiing, Ski, Lars von Trier,
Skiing, Alpine skiing or Snowboarding. We updated the copy, swapped the
image for a more startling, attention grabbing image of the family fleeing the
avalanche, and added a paragraph about the movie.

Results for Advert 2 were much better. For a total of £40 – 260 clicks were
generated, mostly on mobile devices, at a cost per click of £0.15. Actions
within the player were:
•

199 people viewed the player;

•

33% clicked on showtimes;

•

18% watched the trailer;

•

8% exited to buy tickets.

You do have to be careful though - wrongly classifying or misrepresenting
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your content, whether intentionally or not, is not a good idea. As you saw
from our experience with It Follows, staging the message according to a
wrong audience group age assumption lead to a lot of criticism. You can
read more about our experience with the It Follows campaign later on in
this paper. In the continuation of this case study we show how sometimes
starting out with the wrong hypothesis can be damaging, and changing it can
be crucial to the movie’s success.

Video
Your trailer is the most import aspect of your creative tool set for marketing
your movie. Often within film marketing we find that trailers miss important
opportunities to convey meaning for particular audience groups on specific
platforms.
We also find that trailers come with a host of introductions through screen
cards that can last up to 15 seconds before the actual trailer begins. This is
important to edit away, because most online audiences will give up if they
are not captured in the first 5 seconds.

Format Lengths for Different Channels of Advertising
It’s essential to vary the duration of your promotional videos, as different
channels require different lengths.
•

Instagram allows up to 60 seconds of video - we recommend
cutting video that is 15 to 20 seconds in length;

•

Facebook feed allows up to 60 minutes of video - we
recommend 15 seconds to 1.5 minutes;

•

Facebook news feed allows up to 15 seconds of video;

•

YouTube accepts longer formats and will allow you to display
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whole narratives if you wish - we recommend 30 seconds to
2.5 minutes;
•

Pre roll (everything outside of YouTube) video should be 20-30
seconds.

Editing video to convey meaning
A common problem we find with trailer material is that, for many indie
productions, distributors struggle to get the assets they need to do a proper
job of marketing the movie. The trailers are too long, there is no backstory or
interviews in the EPK, and the way the trailers are cut is often not helping to
engage audiences.
A trailer edited to be displayed in the cinema has different requirements, as
it is addressed to a ‘captive’ audience. Remember that you only have about 15
to 30 second to make a real impact online, as people’s attention spans are so
short. So starting a trailer with a green screen followed by distributor’s logos
is a really bad strategy, as demonstrated by the following graph.

Video Viewing Retention
Views
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Video has extremely high drop off
rate as users abandon the video early
on due to distributor logos playing for
the first 15 seconds of the trailer
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Remember you are paying to get someone’s attention. Even with all the slick
video tools in Instagram, Facebook, or display, if you are not immediately
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conveying meaning to your audience, then you may as well be throwing your
budget out the window.
Here is an example of some work we did with quite a difficult to market title
called Dheepan (directed by Jaques Audiard, 2015, a film about a Sri Lankan
Tamil warrior who flees to France under a fake name with a fake family and
resettles in a rough urban neighbourhood).
Dheepan edited trailer
The original trailer used by the distributor of Dheepan in Denmark was
almost 2 minutes long, which makes it too long for online audiences. The
more dramatic elements of the trailer were not exposed early on. The video
also had a slow pace and provided too many distractions from the story with
interposed studio and distributor logos. Still, it’s a great and moving trailer,
so we used it within our landing pages:

Dheepan- original Danish trailer

In order to capture audiences online, we instead created a shorter edit that
still told the story of Dheepan, but sped up the pace of the trailer while
shortening the length to 28 seconds. This new version was used across all
social media elements of the campaign, as well as in banners. The targeting
focused on the location where the film was screening and also on re-targeting
users that had previously interacted with the distributor’s social pages.
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Edited trailer for Dheepan

Author: The JT LeRoy Story
Getting the video length right along with pacing can have significant impacts
on cost and performance. A good example of this was the campaign for
Author: The JT LeRoy Story (2016, Jeff Feuerzeig). The original trailer was
almost 2 and a half minutes long and was not performing as expected so we
decided to create a new video:

Edited trailer for Author: The JT Leroy Story

When we marketed this we saw a 400% improvement in completed video
views and costs dropping by 75%.
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Kærlighed og andre katastrofer
To emphasise the power of great video content, we often explore using several
different videos across a campaign. We worked with the distributor for the
film Kærlighed og andre Katastrofer (2016, directed by Sofie Stougaard) in
Denmark. The proceeds resulted in 3 edits on top of the trailer:
•

A short 30 second teaser

•

A short 20 second spot on each of the film’s main character:
Fredrik, Rosa.

Each spot was advertised for exactly the same budget. When examining
the results we saw that the 30 second teaser clearly outperformed the other
two videos by a factor of 5 times. This proves the point that if you get your
creative right, it will travel much further and lead to more engagement with
your audience. This is why early testing is so important, it helps you to figure
out what is actually working in your creative arsenal.

Impressions

Video
Views

Reach

Avg. %
Viewed

25%

50%

75%

95%

Teaser 30s

158.024

75.114

127.981

31.38

52.093

25.348

18.348 13.066

Frederik

25.457

9.704

13.108

27.28

4.632

3.191

2.502

2.076

Rosa

27.171

9.680

12.974

26.5

4.466

2.856

2.170

1.796
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Creating narrative in your marketing
The impact of your advertising should lead to a user becoming interested
in your teaser, then clicking to find out more. Where they click through
to and what they end up exploring there are also extremely important
considerations for the campaign. It’s important to understand how your EPK
and trailers can work together to create a narrative around your title.
The longer you can have a potential audience member interact with your
brand and content, the more likely they are to remember you at the time
when they are ready to buy. It’s a philosophy we hold on to very dearly at
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Gruvi and we have proven that creating a narrative in the promotion around
your content will not only lead users to exploring to find out more, but will
also increases the likelihood that they will buy by a factor of 3x.
The following image is an example of how most of our ad units and landing
pages work to provide the audience with as much engaging content as
possible, allowing them to investigate the film or show in greater detail than
just a 30 second teaser. Great video, telling an interesting story, wrapped up
and delivered in a simple intuitive way has led to a significant number of
users (+35%) to spend upwards of 20 minutes on tour advertising experiences.
You can read more about our logic for this way of working here.

Remember we are working in film, the content is meant to be creative and
entertaining, so look to work with your producers and highlight the
importance of generating and testing as much good marketing creative as
possible.
I am a big fan of the way the Trainspotting 2 team are assembling the
campaign. It includes lots of interesting behind the scenes footage with catch
ups with the characters like Renton played by Ewan McGregor. As somebody
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who regarded Trainspotting as a coming of age movie, the narrative is
compelling and interesting to me and I can’t wait to see the sequel.

Trainspotting 2- Behind the scenes footage

Marketing Stages
You may have noticed when I was describing the Inference Hypothesis in the
previous chapter that the ending was often left blank. This is because what
you want the audience to do changes depending on the stage of the campaign
lifecycle.

Optimal planning, testing and launching of an online marketing campaign- click for full size

To try and visualise the whole campaign I have adapted Google’s graph
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from an earlier section of this book. I have mapped the stages we have been
presenting, following a conventional theatrical release cycle from testing, to
theatrical premiere, to home entertainment. If you follow these steps on a
conventional cycle you will stand a better chance of success.

Testing Phase
In the early stages of the campaign you are focusing on the research efforts to
measure interest from you marketing assets. The emphasis is on developing
your creative and your message - editing or changing these and retesting.
You are also seeking to engage the hardcore followers, the Early Adopters
within your Inferred Audiences. An important concept to bear in mind is
that your audiences will always be looking to learn more about your film.
Stradella Road do an excellent job of breaking down the importance of
various elements audiences seek to know more about. These can guide the
creation of your EPK, which will lead to important ideas about incorporating
this into your marketing.

Stradella Road: MovieGoers 2010 Survey
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Your strategy with social media needs to dovetail with this approach,
measuring what the audience groups love or hate so that you can communicate
with them to answer any of the questions or ideas that this work brings forth.

Test, test and retest
I can’t overstate how important early testing is. It builds your community,
helps you identify the assets that will work for you, sets your expectations
for outcome and It will help kill inefficient ideas cheaply, to ultimately save
money and improve returns.

Case Study: It Follows (Continued)
As you remember, we first brought It Follows into discussion in the section
about Inference Hypotheses. We detailed how formulating Inference
Hypotheses based on industry assumptions about typical horror audiences
we obtained the effect of having the targeted audience vocally express
their dislike of the movie. It was clear we needed to get back to the drawing
board. But luckily we were not doing so empty-handed. Among the many
negative comments, there were also some very positive ones and they were
consistently coming from audiences over 30 years old who were quick to
express how much they loved this movie.
Turning things around depended on identifying and targeting the right
audience. In order to achieve that, we ran test campaigns for various age
groups. This revealed males over 30 were actually most responsive.
One particular post, promoting a still from the film in which the main female
character floats in a pool, engaged male users over 50 years old. The fact that
our target audience was predominantly male was no surprise — it was the
age that was uncommon.
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By adjusting the creative and message according to what the test results
indicated we were able to obtain:
•

Click-through rate increasing up to 9x for users over 35 years
old (with some ads producing click-through rates of over 14%);

•

A cost per click more than 5 times lower for older audiences;

•

A display of almost exclusively positive sentiment towards the
film in the comments.

Testing and optimising helped us identify the correct audience pool for our
hypothesis: men and women over the age of 30 who appreciated the 1980s
art house feel of the horror and its “creepiness.” This is a clear trend and
something that has been noted for other successful art-house horror films
like The Witch and Babadook.
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Testing formula
Once you’ve assembled your press kit, setup your ads, or ask your agency to
set up the ads following the Hypotheses you have decided on.

Assign an ad set to each Hypothesis and create multiple adverts within each
set (see above), along with a small test budget. At the end of testing you should
have an idea about:
•

Cost per click - see how much it costs to get an audience
member to click on your advert and go deeper into the
experience of investigating your film;

•

Reach - how many people you can reach with your budget;

•

How your creative is resonating with the audience, which
you can measure through actions like:
•

Depth of video view - at what point during the video
viewing did the users begin to drop away (this can often
signal where your trailer might need further editing);

•

Rate of sharing commenting or liking - what was the rate of
sharing the content, relative to the number clicks;

•

Number of completed video views;

•

How many times was the video started and how many times
it was completed as a %;
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•

Depth of exploration - i.e. how many videos did the
user watch.

Once the user has clicked on an ad, you should be looking to present them
with some kind of experience that allows them to investigate the content in
more detail. This is where a film’s landing page comes into play. It should
contain a rich narrative of content that paints an interesting picture of why
an audience member should be interested in watching the film.
If you would like to read more about testing methodologies, this blog post
sheds light on the groundbreaking series of A/B tests Netflix did, which
resulted in increased member engagement. Their process was as follows:
•

“Identify artwork that enabled members to find a story they
wanted to watch faster

•

Ensure that our members increase engagement with each
title and also watch more in aggregate

•

Ensure that we don’t misrepresent titles as we evaluate
multiple images.”

Paid Media Phase
Testing work on your trailers and clips should have completed by this stage.
Now you are putting out what you know works and using this as a lever
to encourage potential audiences to spend time reviewing all of the other
promotional content you have available.
The next phase is the early campaign phase - we commonly find that having a
range of content to work with is extremely important at this stage: behind the
scenes footage and trailers work very well in this section of the advertising.
You should be targeting channels that are relevant to your film’s audiences
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and settling on your media plan. At this stage of the campaign it’s about
ramping up the engagement with your audiences on your social channels.
Your social effort should remain highly engaged at this point. We often find
that merchandise giveaways, competitions, bonus content and promotions
of special screenings work well in the promotion. If you achieve high levels
of interaction for these, it is a good indication that the motivation is working
the right way. Of course, if you have great relations with your producers, you
can take this to some really fun extremes. A favourite of mine is the Timo
Vuorensola’s crowdfunding campaign for the scene to kill Thatcher in the
latest installment of the Iron Sky Franchise.

Iron Sky Video

Theatrical Release Phase
Running into the release weeks your marketing should include your point
of sale. We recommend adding movie showtimes to all aspects of your
marketing as it’s commonly searched for around the time of the film’s release
(according to Stradella Road, also backed up by the Google study on moments
that matter).
Going to the cinema is already a complicated process for certain age groups
so anything you can do to streamline the process will be most welcome.
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Stradella Road: MovieGoers 2010 Survey

Pre screening or early screening information can also be valuable. A good
example of this was our work on Divergent where we had an excellent level
of audience interaction with the early release showtimes data.
At this point in the campaign you are hopefully crossing the chasm into the
inferred audiences’ friends and networks. Measuring feedback on social
channels is going to be crucial for understanding how much of the war on
the conversation your campaign is winning and how willing people are to go
and see your film.
However, if you are going to present next actions to your audience, it’s
important that you think about the experiences you lead them into. Usability
is a huge part of making sure you don’t lose your audience once you have got
them to take an interest in your title. You can read an excellent break down
for e-commerce sites which outlines some great rules to follow: Why Most
Online Shoppers Don’t Make it Past the First Step of Checkout by kissmetrics.
For a quick example of a bad user experience here is something that I came
across from a recent campaign for La La Land in the Nordics.
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Landing page experience example

Social media phase
Despite the sharp cliff between windows of theatrical to DVD, marketing
should continue in this time frame. The gap of 11 to 15 weeks can be brutal
on your film’s success. After all, your audiences should be aware that your
title exists but can no longer access it legally. There’s not much more that we
can say here other than to reiterate that the choke hold of exhibition release
windows and its blanket application across all film types ultimately hurts the
industry. You, as the distributor, still have to struggle through this period by
working with your audiences.

Putting some perspective on your advertising
Working for the entertainment industry is really fun. The content is so
engaging and the advertising is inherently sticky; it almost feels like we are
not involved in the ad-tech world. It’s why Gruvi continues to focus all our
efforts on film, TV, games, etc and not tack off to the more lucrative tract of
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fast moving consumer goods, automotive or insurance based products. From
creative, video, celebrity and social perspectives, the content has it nailed.
Who doesn’t love a good movie trailer, after all?
Despite the wide range of gorgeous content, there is something fundamentally
rotten in the state of entertainment content marketing that results in
behaviours that are continuously at odds with the real performance. This
can be really frustrating, especially when you see a great content discovery
experience go to waste through poor execution because the system is stacked
against the marketing teams responsible.
Reading the confessions of the media industry on sites like Digiday provides
some insight as to why we often hear from distributors working within the
industry that the reports arrive months after the campaigns with little in the
way of learnings. The information is limited to sentences like (and I kid you
not):
•

Successful expenditure of the entire budget

•

Delivering 17 million impressions across all channels.

A question such as ‘what did the audience do once they saw the ad?’ is
usually met with blank faces because the agencies simply don’t report to that
level of detail. It’s crazy and it’s got to stop as media buying in this fashion
is relatively easy to corrupt. If you have ever wondered what happens with
your money when you hand it over to a large media agency, take a look at this
perplexing diagram from Lumascape that details alls the critical paths from
the advertisers’ ad to publisher.
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As you can see, there are many different middleman and agencies in place to
develop the campaign from tracking through to creative. There are multiple
rounds of communication with different companies and multiple necessary
tools just to launch a campaign. This complexity induces costs, delays and
confusion.

Audience Orientated Media Planning
At Gruvi we have a simple philosophy: media buy and creative set up run
hand in hand. In fact we have argued this in a series of blogs we recently
posted.
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Why do digital campaigns for film often fail?

The best approach is to have all your potential landing pages hooked up to
the ads and to buy for engagement based metrics. Ignore impressions and
clicks on the ad itself and focus more on what humans actually do i.e. depth
of video view, interactions (such as investigating showtimes or exploring
other content), rate of sharing vs. average- are all good indications of intent
to see the film.
We believe that the optimal way is for the campaigns to run across channels
that are suitable for the film and for tracking to occur in real time. This
allows us to iteratively correct assumptions in targeting and creative and to
maximise the impact of the campaign with the ad spend we are given.
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Buying according to audience actions
We create our plans based on the concept of actions. An action is something
that an audience member does that is meaningful for the film. An action can
be:
•

Completed video view;

•

Share of the content or advertising experience on their social
media;

•

Interaction with showtimes in one of the widgets we create
for the film;

•

A roll over on one of our banners to initiate sound for more
than five seconds;

•

Clicking to buy tickets / DVDs / stream.

If you are measuring against specific user actions, it allows you to collect a
certain baseline on behaviour and begin to identify what certain types of
audiences end up doing when they hit your advertising or your website.

Case Study - Fifty Shade of Grey
We have historic data from movies like The Good Lie that clearly shows
women do not usually purchase their tickets online; they prefer to investigate
showtimes and buy at the theatre. That was the case until we worked on Fifty
Shades of Grey (2015, directed by Sam Taylor- Johnson).
We started the process a week before the film’s premiere. We deployed a test
budget of approximately 200 GBP in advertising on a small target audience
of women (28+) on Facebook and these are the results for pre – booking of
movie tickets for the film’s premiere night:
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•

3904 opened our Facebook news feed player;

•

1536 interacted and investigated showtimes;

•

201 exited to buy tickets;

•

546 watched the trailer.

This is one of the cheapest and most effective campaigns we have ever run.

Benefits of understanding your audiences
Based on the last six years of work, following this process we can now identify:
•

If the creative needs to be changed;

•

Where we are losing the viewer’s interest in the video;

•

If the movie will perform well at the box office.

That’s quite significant for the kind of advice we can then feed back to the
client.
An important thing to note is that when you buy for engagement, you get
less impressions. So our plans often appear lighter on the impressions count
than the agency plans, because our bid prices are higher. Agencies like to
push an impressions led agenda because it’s easier and it sounds better to
the untrained ear. But I want to make an important point, impressions are
not audience. So if you are looking at a plan that is impression focused
and you’re listening to your agency telling you that it’s the best way to get
awareness and they can’t provide some kind of metric in terms of how users
will interact with the content, then your are wasting your time and money.
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What Channel Should you Use
Social Channels
We have a strong passion for social at Gruvi. We have shown time and time
again that it is a great way to market your film to a large audience base. It also
allows you to track what they do in terms of engagement through interaction
with your video or creative and the chatter that ensues (commenting, liking,
sharing). Films are made for social media.
Here are the social media channels we use at Gruvi and why we use them.

Facebook
You will probably note that I have focused on Facebook in much of the text
running up to this point. The reason is that Facebook is a really great platform
for doing focus group testing, and the ad management system is relatively
simple to operate.
Facebook and Instagram are platforms with huge reach. Using Facebook you
get the opportunity to test your content, as it is like having an enormous
focus group at your fingertips. You also see results from your analysis within
48 hours; it’s quick to change targeting options and republish ads and you are
dealing with humans so the responses are realtime and natural. There are
options to buy a variety of different video based formats. Set up and delivery
are very straightforward and effective for telling stories.
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We have built our own player to work in the newsfeed environment because
we found that engaging people in the medium really works. People complain
that Facebook is not a sales tool, it’s more a branding platform. From our
research we find it really just depends on how the platform is used. In the
following case studies you will see what can be achieved for minimal spend:
•

Fifty Shades of Grey

•

20,000 Days on Earth

•

How does Banner Advertising Compare Against Native Instream Advertising in Facebook?

Instagram
It’s often said that you put your best self up on Instagram, so we tried to test
how we can associate that idea with promoting movies. We’ve experimented
with the platform for video and picture ads linking back to the microsites we
create.
Generally our feedback is that Instagram is a suitable platform for certain
types of content. In a context with many striking images, it is actually video
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content that shows a higher rate of engagement from users. We have seen this
increasing particularly after videos were no longer restricted to 15 seconds.
Setting up these ads is done through a simple process, within Facebook. The
Audience Insights offered by Facebook can also be leveraged here to obtain
costs per view smaller than those obtained for advertising Facebook native
video.
One particularly successful experience with advertising within Instagram
was for The Choice (2016, Ross Katz). Ads such as the one below generated
over 10000 video views (of at least 95%). The imagery of these clips resonated
perfectly with the Instagram crowd and fit right in with the rosy filters.

One of the Instagram adds for The Choice

An interesting application of Instagram that we have yet to test is its use
for influencer marketing. Such campaigns already exist, many of them
leveraging the following of the movie’s stars.

Twitter
Twitter, by its own definition, is the platform of now and the technology seems
to finally be finding its way by classifying itself as a news service. It is worth
mentioning that although there are no age restrictions on using Twitter,
younger audiences tend to prefer Snapchat and Instagram. Behaviour seems
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to be split between the majority using Twitter to monitor trending news or
celebrities, while the minority is actively creating the content. It’s a great
broadcast platform for announcements, but the 140 character limit is usually
employed to reference sites outside of Twitter.
Twitter’s strength varies in different territories. It has sizable user bases in
Latin America, USA, UK, Spain and Italy. User numbers are weak in most of
Europe. The beauty of Twitter is the ability to analyse popular current trends
and measure how these themes resonate with audiences. If your film fits
with a new element of popular culture, you can review trending hashtags.
People use the hashtag symbol (#) before a relevant keyword or phrase in
their Tweet to categorize those Tweets and help them show more easily in
Twitter searches. Clicking or tapping on a hashtagged word in any message
shows you other Tweets that include that hashtag.
Researching hashtags can be used to measure the level of activity around a
trending topic that is related to your movie. The more active the hashtag, the
higher up the hashtag’s theme is in popular culture, the greater the chance
you have of using this theme in the rest of your marketing.
At Gruvi we use Twitter to message users about the availability of movie
showtimes relevant to their location and link these tweets through to our
showtimes websites for them to find and buy tickets. Twitter’s ad platform
allows targeting according to interests. The platform also allows advertisers
to target alike audiences (e.g. ads for Arrival can be displayed to an audience
similar to the followers of the Twitter profile for Interstellar). More recently,
Twitter introduced targeting around major events (such as the Super Bowl).
The location targeting is a little weak outside of the US and the platform is
still in a nascent stage, but the results for several blockbuster campaigns we
worked on look promising.
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YouTube
YouTube is another great platform for early audience testing. This platform is
all about video, so we generally find that people are more receptive to longer
viewing times on YouTube than they are on other social media. The benefit
of these is the ability to convert the better or more nuanced perceptions of
the movie.
You can target people who have watched certain genres of content, or right
down to certain videos, or users who are subscribed to certain channels.
You can also target by the video keyword or by metadata that is associated
with each video uploaded. However we have found that targeting by age or
gender is generally much weaker than other social channels.
An important strength that YouTube has over Facebook is the ability to target
younger audiences; Facebook has an age restriction, YouTube does not.
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YouTube is also an important channel for influencer marketing, which is an
area that we feel will be growing in film marketing, having founds its legs in
other creative industries, such as gaming.

Display
Not all of your audience will be on social media. Sometimes you will also
want to make sure your message reaches users who move from social media
to other parts of the web. If you are looking to advertise outside of social
platforms, you will need either and an AdWords account from Google, or to
talk with an agency to help you with the media buy. I’d recommend, for your
requirement, to work with smaller agencies as they will be more attuned
to your needs and will offer a better deal. There is an interesting thread on
Quora to research this.
When you talk about video and display campaigns here are terms you will
hear a lot from your agency:
•

Programmatic - machine to machine based purchasing of
advertising;

•

Audience Data - a captured data from your audience; this can
be either a cookie and social profile or a form where you ask
them to enter their information;

•

Retargeting - using this audience data to hit the same groups
of interested audience with different narratives in your
advertising.

What is programmatic
Programmatic advertising is a relatively new phenomenon in digital media.
In theory you no longer need to call a sales desk at a publication like The
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Guardian or the Times in order to place an ad on their website.
Agencies do this by using a Demand Service Platform (with Mediacom is
Xaxis, Omicom is Accuen, Publicis is Vivaki) - which is a digital exchange that
allows you to place bids on buying internet advertising real estate on a wide
variety of different sites.
How does programmatic buying work? When a user visits a website,
information about the user is sent to an ad exchange where their profile is
matched to the requirements of potential advertisers. These advertisers then
bid in real-time for the right to get their ad in front of the user; the highest
bidder wins and their ad is displayed on the website for that particular user.
This entire process is done through an automated system involving computer
algorithms and takes less than 150 milliseconds. Advertisers get their ads
directly in front of their target audience, and this audience gets ads more in
line with their interests, increasing the ad’s effectiveness and the likelihood
of user interaction. The days of marketers hoping for the best and shouting
their messages into the abyss are over. Brands and marketers can now talk
directly to the people who are most interested in what they have to say. This
is not just good for sales and a company’s bottom line; this revolution in
advertising lets brands craft meaningful messages and opens up a whole new
world of possibilities for building relationships with audiences.

Our advice here
Programmatic ad buying is an incredibly powerful service if it is used
correctly. It gives you access to a global audience through a few keystrokes.
With programmatic technology you are able to target your audiences on
all platforms, websites, and apps, no matter how fragmente they are in the
online browsing behaviors.
One of the things we regularly encounter is that media plans focus on local
media. In places like Denmark, where the majority of the population speak
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excellent English, that is a missed opportunity. Your average Danish user
will be on the internet interacting with a multitude of different games and
apps from all over the internet. One minute they might be on a local Danish
site, like Jyllands Posten, and the next on one like Collegehumor or National
Geographic. With programmatic bidding you are able to follow your footprint
across the web and target Danish users based in Denmark who are browsing
internationally.

Audience data
There are two types of data sources:
•

First party data - that you collect from your own websites
and advertising;

Every time a user interacts with your video or advertising on any platform, a
cookie can be instituted on their browser that allows you track which banner
or advert that user engaged with. Facebook has a similar system called
Custom Audiences.
•

Third party data - this is data that your agency will buy from
other sources, such as apps and websites.
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You are probably aware by now that your digital footprint is being recorded
across a host of online publications, packed up and then sold to the highest
bidder. The data usually comes in the form of cookies; it’s not your profile
information - just a short piece of code that is recorded where you have come
from.
Many digital businesses make a healthy income selling your data on to
agencies under specific buckets of behaviour i.e. travel and leisure, or movies,
or kids games. The agencies buy this data to complement the targeting, but
often you don’t find out what data they are using. Because of this lack of
transparency I often question the results that I see. My thoughts are that
this area is interesting but as of yet still in its early days and too open to
corruption.
With a good data pool from 1st party data your agency can manipulate and
analyze the audience pool. Data manipulation is quite interesting as it allows
you to model who your prospective audiences are based on the behaviour of
when you collected the data from. I.e. if you know that a user has completed
watching a video of your product from start to finish, then you now that
they would probably be interested in your second ad which provides more
information around where they can buy the product or includes some form
of customer testimonial.
With Facebook you have a tool called ‘Look-alike’ audiences that you can
model from your Custom Audience. These are profiles that Facebook deem to
be similar in interest to your Custom Audience list, so with a relatively small
profile poll of 3-4000 people you can expand your list considerably with the
Look-alike feature. You can then upload this newly formulate list to your
campaign and potentially improve conversations further.
Twitter has a similar feature, allowing you to target users similar to the
followers of certain other accounts, as we have explained earlier. Twitter
will also show you what other additional interests (that you had not initially
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targeted) the audience you reached has. You might have initially used an
interest in ‘aliens’ for your targeting of ads for Arrival. But after testing you
notice that ‘NASA’ appears high on the list of additional, not initially targeted
interests. You can then adjust your targeting to include this interest and
increase the reach of your ads.
With good data comes the opportunity to retarget. When we work on
independent titles as an agency we make a point to collect data on the various
audience groups that interact with our advertising. This, over time, creates a
segmented pool of different audience groups that we can tap into should we
start working on a film that has a theme we worked on in the past. Across the
board, that helps us again reduce costs, while raising engagement, because
we are delivering ads to an audience who have already manifested interest
in a particular theme.
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Summary
As you have seen throughout this part of the white paper, putting together
a campaign and launching it requires several moving parts that should
be considered. All of these can be incorporated into a process that, once
practiced and locked down, can save distributors a lot of time and money.
Here is a summary of the process and some final advice:
•

Develop a series of Inference Hypotheses with your
producer colleagues so you can begin to test who you think
your audiences are;

•

Work with the producers to shoot lots of promotion video
clips and posters— don’t rely on one trailer and one image;

•

Focus also on ‘behind the scenes’ footage - people watch this
to learn more clues about your content;

•

Edit this content down for different channels (remember,
what works well on Facebook doesn’t automatically guarantee
performance on YouTube);

•

Deploy small test budgets on all the channels you are
planning to use and, if the budget allows it, also on those that
you are not yet convinced about;

•

Once you’ve developed your tests, prepare the plan of when
you will be advertising and what your audience at each stage
of the plan will be;

•

Work with your agency to define how you would like the
advertising to run, how the retargeting and content are going
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to be refreshed through the campaign and come up with an
agenda across social and display;
•

Don’t buy against a set media list - the truth of the matter
is you really have no idea where your audience is unless you
test extensively;

•

Ignore impressions and clicks and focus more on what
humans actually do i.e. depth of video view, interactions,
rate of sharing vs. average- are all good indications of intent.

All these steps ensure that you let creative planning and execution intertwine.
You should expect it to evolve organically. Think on your feet and always have
a plan B to your plan B. Budget accordingly and be ready to pull the plug on
expenditure for parts of the campaign that underperform, both during and
after testing.
Most importantly, keep bringing great films to audiences.
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Chapter 3
The Future of the Movie Industry (section
pending)

It’s obvious that the pace of change faced by the film industry is set to increase.
From VR, to the rising influence of Chinese investors, to new technologies that
could influence business models through block chain and crypto currencies
like Bitcoin. The next 10 years look exciting and terrifying.
In the coming months, we will expand this book with a third chapter to
examine what the future holds for the industry.
Topics will include:
•

The impacts of VR and AR

•

• Changes in production and financing

•

• China and its impact on storytelling in the west

•

• Bitcoin and Blockchain

•

• The rise of the TV series

•

• Netflix and the Rise of the VOD super power

We see the technology landscape evolving towards a utopia in film distribution
and plan on describing that future scenario in the hope that someone takes
the inspiration and builds it.
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As we work on this additional part of the paper, we are happy to welcome
suggestions and opinions on the subject.
If you would like to contribute, please get in touch with us (ben@gruvi.tv,
mirona@gruvi.tv).
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